
Match the eyes! 
Can you match each cat species in the box below to the correct pair of 
eyes? Markings around the eyes can tell us whether a cat mainly hunts 
during the day or at night. Can you work out which pictures show cats 

that hunt during the day or at night? Circle the correct answer.  

TIGER  CHEETAH  LYNX 

RUSTY SPOTTED CAT 

DAY / NIGHT DAY / NIGHT 

DAY / NIGHT DAY / NIGHT 



Wild cat adaptations 

Ears 

There is a huge variety in ear shape and size in the cat family! Each cat 
species have ears adapted to help it survive better in its natural habitat. 

Big Ears! 

The size of a cats ears can suggest how  
useful they are to different species when hunting. 
Large ears are likely to mean a species relies on 

hearing when hunting. An example of this is in the 
Serval. These cats have the largest ears in  

comparison to their size of any wild cat! Large 
ears allow the serval to pick up the high pitched  

communications of rodents, the servals main prey.  

Tufted Ears 

Some wild cats have tufts of hair on the tips of 
their ears. It isn't completely clear why some 
wild cats have tufted ears, however the main 

theories behind this adaptation are: 

• Helping with communication 

• Enhancing the cats hearing 

• Used in a similar way to whiskers, but to 
detect things above the head 

Tufted ears are seen on all 4 lynx species as 
well as some other small wild cats.  

Ear Position 

Most wild cats have ears on the top of their head, 
similar to our domestic cats. However, some wild 
cats have ears positioned low down on the side of 
their head. A good example of this is the Pallas’ 

cats. Pallas’ cats are ambush predators and must 
stay hidden until the last minute to ensure a  

successful hunt! Pallas’ cat ears sit flat on the side 
of their head keeping them  
hidden in rocky outcrops.  



Match the ears! 
Draw a line to match up each cat species with the correct pair of ears. 

 

PALLAS CAT 

 

 
LEOPARD 

 

 
CARACAL 

 

 

SERVAL 

 

 

SNOW LEOPARD 

 

 

LION 

 

 

LYNX 

 



Wild cat adaptations 

Paws 

Wild cats can be found all around the 
world, and in many different climates. 
Some wild cats are found in very hot  

climates and others in freezing habitats. 
Those found in warmer climates will have 
much shorter fur on their paws. Wild cats 
found in cold climates will have thicker fur 
on their paws. Snow leopards are found in 

the Himalayan mountains, where  
temperatures frequently drop below 0  

degrees. They have adapted fluffy paws 
to keep them warm in freezing  

temperatures. Snow leopards also have 
extra large paws that act like snowshoes 
to keep them from sinking in the snow. 

Claws 

Most cat species have retractable claws, 
meaning they can be withdrawn into 
the paw when not needed. The claws 

are protected most of the time, keeping 
them sharp. Cats need sharp claws for 

catching and bringing down prey.  

Cheetahs, however, have  
semi– retractable claws, meaning they 
can’t be fully withdrawn into the paw. 
Cheetahs have blunted claws as they 
are not as well protected, which help 
the cheetah when running. Blunter 

claws help the cheetah grip, and act in 
a similar way to running spikes! 



Match the paws! 

PUMA 

 

JAGUAR 

LION 

 

CHEETAH 

LEOPARD 

 

SNOW 
LEOPARD 

Can you match each cat species in the box below to the correct paws? 


